APOGEE INDUSTRIES
If you can imagine it, we can engineer it

PRECISION ENGINEERING
Apogee provide a complete CNC machining service for complex precision manufacture and complete
component assemblies throughout the United Kingdom and Worldwide. Apogee also designs,
and works with companies to take their ideas, through drawings, prototyping, manufacture and
in to production. One of our specialist areas is machining technically difficult and challenging
components in exotic materials.
We pride ourselves in the exceptionally high quality of work which we produce within realistic lead
times, delivering your goods in the optimum condition and on time. Together with our greatest
asset, our employees, we have the experience, ambition, innovation and skills to provide you with
the service you need and expect. We often find ourselves working to very fine tolerances and we
are able to handle your project from start to finish in-house, and to control all aspects of quality,
delivery and cost.

We moved to our new workshop in January 2013 and are now able to offer turning capabilities of
3 metres, CNC Mazak lathes and multi-axis machining as well as conventional turning and milling.
Apogee Industries employs CAD and CAM technology as a supplement to our CNC precision
engineering services. CAD and CAM allows us to utilise our CNC turning and multi-axis machining,
offering a fast and efficient service.

CNC Milling

CNC Turning

We are able to offer both CNC and
conventional milling, sliding head and fixed
head multi-axis machining centres.

Our purpose built workshop contains a
comprehensive range of high speed CNC
turning centres and conventional lathes.

Capabilities:

Capabilities:

>	Working Envelope: 1200mm x 650mm x

>	Bar capacity: 90.00mm

750mm

>	Turning Length: 3000.00mm x 360mm

>	Max Weight: 1000kg

diameter

>	Tool Capacity: 40

> Maximum swing diameter: 800mm

>	Axis: 4

> Maximum Weight: 500kg
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